March 8, 2019

The Honorable Andrei Iancu
Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and
Director of U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
600 Dulany Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Via email: Eligibility2019@uspto.gov and 112Guidance2019@uspto.gov.
Re: Comments of the High Tech Inventors Alliance on the 2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter
Eligibility Guidance and Examining Computer-Implemented Functional Claim Limitations for
Compliance With 35 U.S.C. 112

Dear Director Iancu:
The High Tech Inventors Alliance (HTIA) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the
new guidance from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO” or “Office”) regarding the
application of Sections 101 and 112. 1 HTIA members are some of the most innovative technology
companies in the world, creating the computer, software, semiconductor and communications products
and services that support growth in every sector of the economy. We rely on a well-functioning patent
system as they collectively invest over $60 billion in R&D each year, generating technological advances
protected by their more than 115,000 patents. HTIA companies also contribute significantly to
employment and the U.S. economy, providing more than 1.2 million jobs and generating more than
$500 billion in annual revenues worldwide. HTIA’s mission is to promote balanced patent policies that
promote innovation, R&D investment, and American jobs.2
HTIA commends the USPTO’s efforts to increase the consistency and predictability of the application
of Sections 101 and 112 and supports significant aspects of the Guidance. While much of the Guidance
represents an appropriate application and synthesis of the caselaw, some aspects require further
clarification and explanation in order to achieve the goal of accurately distinguishing between claims
that are patent eligible under governing precedents and those that are not. It is in the interest of both
patent applicants and the public for the Office to make consistent and reliable eligibility determinations
to ensure that patents are correctly granted and that the resulting rights are reliable.
To that end, this submission makes three main points and suggests minor changes to make the
Section 101 Guidance more consistent with the caselaw: First, Section 101 plays a unique and critical
role in the U.S. patent system that is not replicated by – and should not be conflated with – the role of
Section 112. That role should be emphasized in both sets of guidelines. Second, while HTIA agrees that
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synthesizing the Section 101 jurisprudence into categories that can be more easily understood by
examiners should improve consistency, the existing categories and definitions do not fully capture the
case law. Relatively minor clarifications and expansion of these categories and definition are required to
accurately reflect the governing caselaw. Third, the “practical application” concept introduced by the
Guidance requires clarification if it is to achieve outcomes consistent with governing precedents.
Turning to the Section 112 Guidance, HTIA commends the USPTO for its clear and evenhanded
summary of that section’s enablement requirement, particularly the rule that the full scope of a claim’s
scope be enabled. HTIA also appreciates the discussion of the need for an adequate written description,
but we respectfully suggest that additional emphasis should be placed on the requirement that an
applicant show possession of the full scope of the claim and that examiners be encouraged to perform
simple searches to ensure that terms in the claim can be found in the specification. Additionally, we
recommend adding a brief discussion of step-plus-function claims noting that the principles discussed by
the Guidance in the context of means-plus-function claims are, in general, equally applicable to stepplus-function claims.
Each of these points is discussed in more detail below.
1. Section 101 plays a unique role in the U.S. patent system that does not replicate – and should
not be conflated with – the role of Section 112.
Section 101 plays the unique role of defining the subject matter that is eligible for patenting. As the
Supreme Court has repeatedly held, Section 101 accomplishes this in part by adopting the four statutory
categories of inventions and in part through its implicit exclusion of abstract ideas, laws of nature, and
natural phenomena.3 These limitations on patent eligible subject matter are as old as the U.S. itself and
are based on the Founders’ judgment that the patent system is neither intended nor well-equipped to
address all types of subject matter across the entire spectrum of human endeavors. Rather, patents are
specifically intended to encourage the advancement of technology.4
This limitation is closely tied to the language of the U.S. Constitution giving Congress the power to
enact patent laws to promote the progress of the “useful Arts”5 and reflected in the text of the first U.S.
patent act, which authorized patenting of advances in "any useful Art.”6 At the time of the Founding,
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the term “useful arts” was used to refer to practical skills and methods of manufacture and meant
generally the same thing as the term “technology” does today.7 It was used in U.S. law to distinguish the
types of practical, concrete innovations that are subject to patenting (i.e., technological advances in the
“useful arts”) from the academic and conceptual advances that are not patentable (i.e., new ideas,
insights, and discoveries in the “liberal arts and “fine arts”). The Supreme Court has indicated that this
distinction is not a merely a legal tradition, but instead limits Congress’s constitutional power to enact
patent laws to the purpose of advancing the useful arts; any extension of patent protection beyond
technological inventions would likely be unconstitutional.8
The long-standing rule against patenting abstract ideas – which was reaffirmed in Mayo and Alice –
may be seen as a corollary to the useful arts limitation. It was reflected in the earliest U.S. patent law
(which included references to “useful arts” in both its title and in the language used to define eligibility)
subsequent Patent Acts through the current 1952 Patent Law.9 It has been consistently adhered to by
the Supreme Court since at least 1852.10 Various terms, including “principles,” “concepts,” “ideas of
themselves,” “abstract ideas,” “laws of nature,” and “physical phenomena,” have been used by the
courts to describe ineligible subject matter. While the terms have varied over time and from case to
case, the underlying meaning is consistent and seeks to capture the dichotomy between the “useful
arts” and the types of academic knowledge pursued in the liberal arts. This rule prevents, for example,
innovations in mathematics, novel sociological theories, new financial strategies, and original aesthetic
creations (e.g., musical compositions, paintings, and sculptures) from being patent eligible. While much
that is both new and immensely valuable is created in fields falling within the liberal and fine arts, the
traditional view – which is shared by virtually all countries across the globe – is that advances in the
liberal and fine arts are more appropriately encouraged using copyrights and other incentives.11 These
advances in the liberal arts – ranging from innovative mathematical equations to new discoveries in the
natural and social sciences – have been characterized by the Supreme Court as the “building blocks of
human ingenuity” that must not be tied up by the grant of exclusive rights.12
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Moreover, courts have consistently described the concern driving the patent-eligibility analysis “as
one of pre-emption.”13 Under this rubric, subject matter that is novel, non-obvious, and fully described
and enabled, is nonetheless not patent-eligible. To extend patent protection to these areas would
preempt the basic tools of scientific and technological work, thereby impeding, rather than promoting,
the progress of science and the useful arts. A mathematician who, as in Gottschalk v. Benson, has truly
invented a new algorithm, and fully described it and enabled others to practice it, nonetheless cannot
patent his or her invention. The costs to society of granting a monopoly on math per se greatly exceed
the benefits. But a machine using a novel algorithm to cure rubber, as in Diamond v. Diehr, is patenteligible because the invention is a practical application of an algorithm and does not preempt uses of
that algorithm in other fields.
In contrast to Section 101, Section 112 seeks to ensure that an inventor provides adequate
disclosure to justify the grant of exclusive rights and that an inventor’s claims are limited to what was
actually invented and in the possession of the applicant at the time of filing. An easy example
demonstrates the difference between these statutory roles: the development of flash mobs, a
phenomena that first happened in the early 2000’s was enabled by the development of the first the web
and email and later social networks and the ubiquity of cell phones Written descriptions of how to
“build” and use a flash mob can be found on the Internet starting in about 2003.14 Yet, building a flash
mob is clearly not patentable. Thus, only section 101, and not section 112’s enablement and written
description requirements, that block the patenting of flash mobs and other excluded subject matter.
This role of Section 101 is as unique as it is critical and should be preserved and emphasized in the
Guidance.
2. HTIA supports the Office’s effort to synthesize the case law by enumerating general categories
or groupings of abstract ideas in prong 1 of step 2A.
HTIA agrees with the Office that synthesizing the governing precedents into exemplary categories of
excluded subject matter is an excellent response to the challenges presented by a growing body of
eligibility case law. These general categories are likely to be more readily understood by examiners, and
seem likely to improved consistency and predictability in eligibility determinations at the USPTO. The
categories adopted in the Guidance generally reflect the claims that have been held ineligible in recent
decisions and appear to capture most of the relevant precedents.
While HTIA supports the Office’s efforts in synthesizing the precedents, we would respectfully
suggest that two sets of changes would bring the Section 101 Guidance into closer conformity with the
caselaw. First, relatively minor clarifications of the existing categories and their descriptions are needed
to make them more consistent with the governing precedents and, therefore promote consistency
across the examining corps. Second, the Guidance should recognize more clearly that these
“enumerated groupings” are exemplary rather than exhaustive by, for example, easing the restrictive
circumstances under which the examining corps and Patent Trial and Appeals Board (PTAB) may
conclude that a claim reciting non-technical subject matter that does not fall within the enumerated
categories is ineligible.
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a. The existing enumerated groupings require minor clarifications to make them more
consistent with the caselaw.
At least two of the three categories would benefit from clarification to bring them into closer
conformity with the caselaw. Specifically, the first category – currently termed “mathematical
concepts” – captures many, but not necessarily all, of the relevant precedents in this area. Multiple
Federal Circuit decisions indicate that this category is not limited to mathematical concepts, but extends
to logic, basic data operations and data manipulation more generally.15 Additionally, the precedents
indicate that data per se, in addition to data operations, fall within the judicial exception for abstract
ideas.16 As a result, HITA respectfully suggests this category be renamed to include “Data and Data
Manipulation” and that the description be amended to more explicitly capture these cases. At a
minimum, it would be helpful to clarify the description of the “mathematical concepts” category to
reflect that it is intended to encompass all branches of mathematics (specifically including statistics and
formal logic). It should also be clarified that it extends to basic mathematical and data operations
(specifically including “processes of organizing information through mathematical correlations,” which
are listed in footnote 12 of the Guidance but not currently well captured in the text descripting the
category). Similarly, minor clarifications would benefit the “certain methods of organizing human
activity” category. Specifically, the description should include commercial and legal principles (as well
as “interactions”) and financial principles and interactions (in addition to commercial and economic
ones).
Finally, the USPTO should consider a process for quickly revising the Section 101 Guidance (and
specifically the groupings and their descriptions) to reflect new court decisions and any Section 101
rejections by examiners falling outside the enumerated categories. For obvious reasons, it is important
that the Guidance be rapidly amended to minimize the potential for issuance of invalid patents. That
method should be just as consultative as the methodology implemented as was done here and
elsewhere in recent PTO decision making.
b. USPTO should consider modifying the onerous approval requirements for rejecting a
claim based on an abstract idea falling outside the enumerated categories.
In recognition of the fact that the “enumerated groupings” reflect recent caselaw rather than the
Supreme Court’s rule against patenting abstract ideas itself and do not exhaustively describe all
ineligible abstract ideas, the USPTO should consider easing the requirements contained in Section III.C
Requiring written approval by the Technology Center Director seems unnecessary and is likely to stifle
any opportunity for the examining corps to further develop and refine what constitutes an “abstract
idea.” As far as we are aware, no other type of rejection requires this high-level approval, and
imposition of such an onerous procedure will be understood by examiners as a clear indication that
USPTO leadership strongly disfavors any Section 101 rejection based on an abstract idea outside the
three categories. Accordingly, the USPTO should consider easing this by requiring only approval of the
examiner’s immediate supervisor (rather than the Technology Center Director).
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For similar reasons, USPTO should remove the requirement that PTAB panels submit a written
request for clearance to Board leadership before concluding that a claim is invalid based on an abstract
idea that is outside the enumerated categories. This approval requirement is even less justified for PTAB
panels than for examiners. Unlike examiners, Administrative Patent Judges (APJs) have legal training,
significant expertise derived from experience in legal practice, and are charged with reaching legal
conclusions by applying the law to particular facts in the course of a proceeding. Accordingly, PTAB
panels possess the training, knowledge, and expertise to correctly apply the caselaw itself (as opposed
to the enumerated categories synthesizing the caselaw) on the facts of a particular case, making such an
overly prescriptive clearance requirement both unnecessary and inappropriate. Also, unlike examiners
(who have, until now, had the ability to issue a 101 rejection unilaterally), an eligibility determination by
APJs requires agreement by a majority of the panel. These differences substantially reduce the risk of
inconsistent or unfounded eligibility determinations by PTAB panels.
3. The Guidance should be clarified to give examiners a better understanding of how to apply the
“practical application” standard in prong 2 of revised Step 2A consistent with governing
caselaw.
As written, revised Step 2A of the Guidance directs examiners to analyze whether a judicial
exception “is integrated into a practical application” of that exception. If such a “practical application” is
found, this ends the eligibility inquiry and the claim is deemed to satisfy Section 101. While “practical
application” is a key consideration under the current case law and captures much of what is necessary to
establish eligibility, if the phrase is interpreted according to its normal meaning and usage it falls short
of conveying the full eligibility standard under current law (especially as to the inventive concept
requirement). To minimize the risk that claims failing to satisfy the inventive concept requirement will
be deemed eligible at Step 2A and erroneously granted on that basis, the description of “integrated into
a practical application” should be expanded and clarified. Without such clarification, we are concerned
that some examiners might, for example, conclude that the claims involving intermediated settlement at
issue in Alice constitutes a practical application of that fundamental financial practice. We recommend
three changes to help to address this concern.
First, the Guidance should make clear to examiners that “integrated into a practical application”
cannot be understood based on its ordinary meaning and that it is a term of art that must be
understood according to the discussion in the Guidance (and particularly the case law as described in
the categories of exemplary considerations listed in Section III.A).
Second, the Guidance should state clearly that the mere recitation of wholly conventional
components arranged in a conventional way17 (such as generic computer components), or performance
of a method or process by a such conventional components can never suffice to transform an abstract
idea from any of the three categories into a patent eligible invention. This is the core holding of Alice
and is critical to the proper examination of computer-implemented inventions. While this point is
partially captured in footnote 14, it should be stated more clearly and prominently in the text of the
Guidance, rather than in a footnote that addresses only the “mental processes” category. A clever
draftsperson should not be permitted to effectively monopolize an abstract idea through the recitation
of a token claim limitation.
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Third, the Guidance should instruct examiners that, as suggested in Alice, an improvement to the
functioning of the computer itself is perhaps the most important indication that a claim satisfies the
requirement of revised Step 2A.18 This should be emphasized in the text of the Guidance, along with a
clarification that the application of an abstract idea must not only be “practical” but also that it must be
technical.19 This explanation should be accompanied by examples based on fact patterns dawn from the
caselaw to ensure that examiners understand how this factor is properly applied.
These changes are essential to ensuring that only those claims that would likely be held eligible
under current law are deemed satisfy Section 101 at Step 2A without the benefit of the further analysis
contained in Step 2B. While technological improvement (i.e., improvement to the functioning of a
computer or in some other field of technology) is not the only relevant criterion, it is clearly the
preeminent consideration in the judicial decisions that have found computer-implemented inventions to
be eligible in the wake of Alice as the result of a “practical application.” As such, this factor deserves
much greater emphasis and a more detailed discussion in the text of the Guidance.
Finally, if the Office chooses to retain the approval requirements necessitating sign-off from a TC
Director before finding a claim ineligible based on an abstract idea outside the enumerated categories, it
should also consider including a parallel approval requirement before examiners conclude that a claim
reflects an “integration into a practical application” based on factors that are not listed in the exemplary
considerations enumerated in Section III.A.
4. HTIA commends the USPTO for its focus on the enablement and written description
requirements and supports the new Section 112 Guidance relating to computer-implemented
inventions.
HTIA commends the Office for its efforts to enhance the enforcement of the enablement and
written description requirements embodied in Section 112. While we welcome improved application of
Section 112, it is critical to recognize that this is not a substitute for careful enforcement of the patent
eligibility standard. As discussed above, Section 101’s limitation to the “useful arts” is not replicated by
either the enablement or the written description requirement, which relate to ensuring that an
applicant accurately describes what was actually invented and that such disclosure is adequate to satisfy
the patent bargain.20 In the past, HTIA members have expressed concerns regarding inadequately
rigorous application of Section 112’s requirements, particularly in the area of computer-implemented
inventions, and we welcome the additional guidance the Office has provided to examiners. We are
pleased with the renewed focus on Section 112 and support both the new Guidance and the
accompanying examiner training.
In general, the Section 112 Guidance represents a clear, balanced, and accurate description of the
relevant case law, especially with respect to enablement and functional claiming. However, HTIA would
respectfully suggest that the Guidance would benefit from a more fulsome discussion of two aspects of
Section 112’s requirements.
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First, while the discussion of enablement does an excellent job of emphasizing that the full scope of
the claim must be enabled, this focus on examining the full scope of the claim is largely absent from the
explanation of written description. This is a key concept, and the discussion should be expanded to
emphasize that applicants must describe and show “possession” of everything within the scope of a
claim to satisfy the written description requirement.
Second, there is little or no discussion of step-plus-function claims in the explanation of Section
112(f) or elsewhere in the Guidance. It is understandable that the bulk of the discussion focuses on
means-plus-function claim, given that they are more commonly employed and thus more frequently
encountered by examiners. While it is unnecessary to provide a separate detailed discussion of stepplus-function claims or to add “or step” after “means” in every instance, the Guidance should clearly
convey to examiners that the principles discussed in relation to means-plus-function claims generally
apply with equal force and in the same manner when examining step-plus-function claims. Additionally,
the Guidance should include a short discussion regarding the identification of step-plus-function
limitations (particularly in method claims), emphasizing the need to carefully examine claim language for
limitations reciting the underlying function without disclosing the specific acts for performing that
function.
In addition, the Guidance should encourage examiners to use the technology available to them to
improve examination under Section 112. For example, examiners should use computerized searches for
terms that appear in the claims that do not appear to be in the specification. If the term cannot be
found, the claim should be rejected or at the least the examiner should use Rule 105 to require the
applicant to specify where in the patent specification that the claim is supported. Over time, the Office
should automate this function for the examiners.
Finally, to ensure rigorous and consistent application of Section 112, HTIA would respectfully urge
the USPTO to formulate a plan for assessing the impact of 112 training, monitoring how the guidelines
are being applied, and identifying strategies for continued improvement. The issuance of guidance
alone, without these additional steps, is unlikely to change long entrenched practices that have led to
inconsistent or inadequately rigorous application of Section 112 in the past.
In sum, although not a substitute for rigorous application of Section 101’s eligibility requirement,
improved examiner understanding and application of Section 112 is a positive step that has the potential
to significantly improve patent quality and reduce unnecessary litigation.
5. Conclusion
HTIA again commends the USPTO for its many efforts to improve the consistency and quality of
patent examination and appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback on both the Section 101
Guidance and the Section 112 Guidance. Improved patent quality is critical to the continued health and
efficacy of the U.S. patent system, and HTIA and its members stand ready to aid the Office in any way
possible to advance this goal.

